As a gen,eral framework to determine a collision-free feedback motion strategies, th,e Random Neigh.borhood Graph ( R N G ) approach [19] defines a global navigation function over a n approximate represen.tation of the free configuration. I n th.is paper, we improve th.e R N G approach in. several aspects. W e present an [9, 101, and navigation fuiictions [lG] ), we have proposed a randomized framework for generating feedback motion strategies for robots with high degrees of freedom, caIled the RXG approach, in 1191. The RNG approach can be considered as a method to compute a deployment in coinplicated configuration spaces. The philosophy of the RNG is similar in some ways to the PRhl. \Tre want to capture the topology of the free space in a data structure that can be used for efficient multiple queries. However. the RNG is particularly designed for representing navigation functions.
Determining a collision-free feedback niotion strategy is one of the greatest challeiiges in the design of many robotics systems. Inspired by bo1 h the success of randomized path planning techniques [l, 2, 5, 7, 8, 11, 171 and prex-ious work on feedback liiotioli strategies (such as funnels [4. 131, deployments [4, 121, artificial potential fields [9, 101, and navigation fuiictions [lG] ), we have proposed a randomized framework for generating feedback motion strategies for robots with high degrees of freedom, caIled the RXG approach, in 1191. The RNG approach can be considered as a method to compute a deployment in coinplicated configuration spaces. The philosophy of the RNG is similar in some ways to the PRhl. \Tre want to capture the topology of the free space in a data structure that can be used for efficient multiple queries. However. the RNG is particularly designed for representing navigation functions.
In previous work [19] , we divide the design of a feedback motion strategy into two stages: constructing an approximate representation of Cf,.,, , and constructing a navigation fuiictioii over this representation. The first stage is performed only once, while the secoiid stage may be iterated many times for a variety of changing goals. The RNG captures topological iiiformatioii of the free configuration space with overlapping neighborhoods, such as n-dimensional balls or n-dimensional cylinders, on each of which an collision-free partial potential fuiiction is defined. A global navigation function can be defined oi-er most of Cf , , , by combining all of the partial potential functions. The RNG construction algorithm terminates if a probabilistic terniiilatioii condition is satisfied.
In this paper, we improve the RNG approach in several aspects. We present an efficient point locatioii and neighborhood intersection algorithm based on ANN (Approximate Nearest Neighbor Searching) [15] to accelerate the RNG construction. A detailed analysis of the teriiiination conditions of the RNG construction algorithm is presented. A sampling enhancement technique, named randomized perturbation, is introduced and implemented. It increases the sizes of neighborhoods, which reduces the complexity of the RNG.
Problem Forinulation
Assume that a robot moves in a bounded 2D or 3D world, W c RN, such that N = 2 or N = 3. An n-dimensional configuration vector, y, captures position, orientation, joint angles, and/or other information for the robot. Let C lie the configuration space. Let A(y) denote the set of points in W that are occupied by the robot when it is in configuration q. Let 0 c W denote a static obstacle regzon in the world. Let Cfr,, denote the set of configurations, q , such that A(q) f l # = 8.
The task is to find a motion strategy that uses feedback and guides the robot to a goal configuration from any initial configuration while avoiding collisions. For a given goal, qgoal, this can be accomplished by defiiiiiig a real- 
An ANN Accelerated RNG Algorithm
We grow the RKG iteratively by adding a new iiode chosen randomly and uniforiiily in Cf,,,. To make sure the RNG will cover CfTee efficiently, we only keep a new node if its configuration is outside of B. Figure 1 gives an outline of the algorithm. For a given Q E (0,l) and P, E (0,l) . the algorithm will construct an RNG such that with probability P,, / l ( B ) / / l ( C f r e e ) 2 a. The idea of using ANN is motivated by the observation that there are limited number of edges per node in average (about 30) iii the RNG. As the RNG grows, the number of edges of a iiew node is usually reduced because the size of new neighborhood is usually reduced, therefore resulting in less connections. Thus, it is reasonable to narrow the search for point location and neighborhood intersection into a subset of G without losing topological information. Such a subset of G can be defined as w nearest neighborhoods of qnew in G. The ANN accelerated RNG construction algorithm is an approximation of the original RNG coiistructioii algorithm. Figure 1 shows the ANN accelerated RKG construction algorithm.
Let G' be a subset of G selected by ANN, which contains w (usually w < 30) nearest neighborhoods of qneu.
Line 6 finds G' for each qTIew. In line 7, v,-e test if qnew @ GI to approxiinate if qnew @ B. If true, we expand the RNG. qnew is added as a iiew vertex of G in line 9. Line 10 makes edges between q,7eu and GI to approximate the edges between qllew and G. Olxiously, there is a little chance that qneu, is actually inside B or some edges of qnew are missed. However, as we discussed above, the probability of such errors is small and converges to zero as the RNG grows. ANN can find U' nearest iieighborhoods of qnew in near logarithmic time. Therefore, each iteration of adding a iiew neighborhood into the RNG can be perfornied in near logarithmic time.
Termination Condition
One advantage of the RNG approach is it has a probabilistic teriiiination condition, similar t o VisPRhI [17] . 
Sampling Eiiliaiicemeiit
Sometimes, choosing a new configuration unifornily and randomly from CfrEe is not enough, especially when dealing with narrow corridors. In Figure 2 , if qnew is close to the obstacles. the distance d is small. resulting a small neighborhood and less efficiency. The voluiiie of a new neighborhood is determined based on distance coniputation information. A larger d iinplies a larger neighborhood. The goal is to find a sanipling scheme to maximize d. One such sampling scheme is sanipling onto the medial axis [G, 181. However, it involves finding the closest point of the sampled node in Cobs, which is expensive.
In this paper, we present a new approach based on randomized perturbation. The randoniized perturbation algorithm has two steps: selecting the right direction and optimizing in this direction. The idea is similar to retraction [18] ; from a given qTIeu,, randonily choose several directions and pick u p the one that has most significant gradient in teriiis of d, then optimize qneu, in this direction. The randomized perturbation algorithm can be treated as an approxiniation of sampling onto the medial axis. Figure 3: The randomized perturbation algorit,hm. Figure 3 shows the randoiiiized perturbation algorithm. along which d has the most significant increase, aiiiong I; randomly generated directions. Usually, using a larger k will result a better 1: As k increases, rconverges to the optimal value. However, a larger k also means more computation tinie for collision checking. In practice, it is sufficient to choose k between 5 and 10.
The enhancement procedure terminates and returns an enhanced configuration, qe, until d no longer increases or the neighborhood centered at qe no longer contains qnew. The latter guarantees the enhanced neighborhood covers the most of space that is covered by the original neigliborhood. Line 10 finds a better configuration, qt, during each iteration. qt is choosing in the following m y : we start with a qt that is far away from qnew in the direction < if it does not satisfy the termination conditions. the next candidate is the one at the middle of yl,ew and yr. Such an optiniization procedure is very efficient in practice because only logarithmic tinie is needed to obtain the qe.
To avoid too niaiiy edges that may potentially be gcnerated, we limit the randomized perturbations algorithiii to the sample that has small d. Line 2 corresponds to such a preselecting procedure. We use dtzlly as a threshold to represent the smallest d with which a simple does not need to be enhanced. dtlny is chosen according to different applications. A smaller dtln results a better sampling strategy but wore edges result in G.
The randomized perturbation algorithm can be treated as an approxiniation of sampling onto the medial axis. Sampling onto the medial axis guarantees that the enhanced neighborhood includes the entire original neighborhood. It also guarantees that the enhancement follows the most efficient direction. The randomized perturbation algorithni follows the direction that may not be the most efficient one. It guarantees that most of the original neighborhood has been contained by the enhanced Lines 3-7 find the most significant direction, Lines 8-13 optimize qlzew following neighborhood. However, the randomized perturbat ion algorithm is much tinie efficient than saiiipling onto the iiiedial axis. Figure 1 illustrates the advantage of the randomized perturbation algorithm through a simple 2D point robot example. Nost of the tiny balls have lieen enlarged by using randoiiiized perturbation. The coverage of Cfree has also been increased significantly. After adding 300 nodes to G, the maximum nuniber of trials to put a new sample is 16 if using raiidoniized perturbation. but only 7 if without enhancement. Since the random perturbat ion is an approxiiiiatioii of saiiipling onto the iiiedial axis, and has no guarantee that eveiy tiny ball will be enlarged, Figure 5 .c involves a narrow corridor, and Figure 5 .d is relatively easy. This is why a significant perforniaiice iniproveinent is observed in Figure 5 .c, while there is not much change in Figure 5 .d. V' e have demonstrated two different types of teriniiiatioii conditions. By taking the advantage of both of them, a hybrid termination condition has been implemented, which terminates the RNG construction algorithin more accurately and efficiently. The sanipling enhancement algorithm, a randoin perturbation algorithm. helps improve the perforniaiice of the RNG by yielding larger neighborhoods.
alp,
Our implementation aiid experimental results have been encouraging. However, although the randoin perturbation algorithm helps t o improve the saiiipling quality, our inethod is expected to suffer, along with other randomized planning methods. from the narrow passage problem [7] . Randoniized path planning techniques. such as probabilistic roadmaps [8] and rapidly-exploring random trees [ll] might also be helpful to locate locations for balls that will improve RNG perforniance in narrow passages.
